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 zykotick9: I think it's because I'm using lvm. I have an lvm command in the ui and I can get the output with it bencc I tried the
same thing as you with a USB and it was the same result. LVM in vbox however is working fine bencc, I have no idea why LVM
isn't working. bencc, it would be nice if I didn't need to use VBox at all or libvirt-bin timothy_: is the process you started using
Unity/gnome shell? brent: I'm not sure why I don't have this issue with the usb. maybe the live-cd is not lvm and the installation

process tries to use it bencc, yeah I think so. What I would like to do is make a filesystem on an external drive and then have
grub.cfg and my windows installer start from there. brent: if you can have a filesystem on external drive but you use it as a

device and you can't boot from it you need to have it as a separate partition bencc, I understand. But Windows 10 installer has
no option to create a new partition. I want to create a partition for a new OS. That's all I want to do brent: windows installation
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will give you the option to create a new partition. bencc, when I try that option, it says that that device (or whatever is labeled) is
not ready. brent: you might try using a LiveCD to setup your install. that's "easier" then messing with LVM. good luck. xangua:
Unity brent: you have to create partition from windows installation media hello, can someone tell me a way to switch from gdm
to a lightdm login screen or vice-versa? zykotick9, well, I tried that. You don't understand. zykotick9, I've had this issue on all

my USB devices. It's the same 82157476af
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